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ABSTRACT

A new computer code entitled KREWET has been developed in an effort to
improve the accuracy and applicability of the existing reflood heat transfer
simulation computer code. Sample calculations for temperature histories and
heat transfer coefficient are made using KREWET code and the results are
compared with the predictions of REFLUX, QUEN1D, and the PWR-FLECHT data for
various conditions. These show favorable agreement in terms of clad tempera-
ture versus time. For high flooding rates (5-lScm/sec) and high pressure
(*v4l3 Kpa), reflood predictions are reasonably well predicted by KREWET code
as well as with other codes. For low flooding rates (less than tAcm/sec)
and low pressure (t<138 Kpa), predictions show considerable error in evaluating
the rewet position versus time. This observation is common to all the codes
examined in the present work.
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NOMENCLATURE

flow area of channel
drag coefficient
specific heat
hydraulic diameter
radiation view factor
gravitational acceleration
gravitational constant
heat transfer coefficient
enthalpy
axial noding number
superficial velocity
thermal conductivity
equivalent thermal conductivity
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n : number of drops per unit volume
p : pressure
Pjj : heated perimeter of fuel rod
P r : Prandtl number
q" : heat flux per unit surface
q"1 : volumetric heat generation rate
Re : Reynolds number
r : radial space coordinate
T : temperature
t : time
V : velocity
We : Weber number
x : quality
X t t : Martinelli factor
z : axial space coordinate
a : void fraction
acrit : void fraction at dryout point
Y : ratio of vapor to liquid density
X c : characteristic wave length
M : viscosity
p : density
a : surface tension or Boltzmann constant

i|< : volumetric vapor generation rate per unit voli

SUBSCRIPT

c : cladding
CHF : critical heat flux
D : liquid drop
DNB : departure from nucleate boiling
f : liquid
FB : film boiling
fg : difference between fluid and vapor properties
g : gas
SAT : saturation
TB : transition boiling
v : vapor
w : clad surface
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1. INTRODUCTION

"Reflood heat transfer" deals with the study of cooling extremely hot
solid material whose initial temperatures exceed that value which allows the
liquid coolant to maintain a continuous contact with the hot surface being
cooled as in the case of reflooding phase of a LOCA in light water reactors
(LWRs).

In the past fifteen years the reflooding phase of a LOCA in LWRs has
been investigated by numerous workers both theoreticallyl»2,3 and experimen-
tally 1»2,4> A comprehensive review of literature on reflood heat transfer
shows that most of the earlier theoretical analyses have explored analytical
methods for the analysis of rewet front velocity. Currently, however, more
emphasis has been given to the development of a numerical analysis model in
the form of computer codes such as REFLUX5, UCFLOOD6, REFLA-1D', COBRA-TF8,
and QUEN1D9.

In the previous work a computer code entitled QUEN1D was developed for
the analysis of the reflooding phase of a LOCA in a PWR using a similar approach
used by Murao. In the present work, a new computer code entitled KREWET has
been developed in an effort to improve the accuracy and the applicability of
the reflood heat transfer simulation computer code. The main purpose of this
paper is to present the outline and features encorporated in the KREWET Code
along with comparisons made with the predictions of other codes and experimental
data.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A primary goal for the nuclear reactor safety analyst is to predict peak
cladding temperatures under hypothetical LOCA conditions. Reflood heat transfer
begins at temperatures above the critical heat flux (CHF) point and proceeds
from the high temperature end of the generalized flow boiling curve toward the
temperature below the CHF value and ends at single liquid phase flow region.
Since knowledge of local coolant conditions and flow regime allows judicious
selection of a heat transfer coefficient for the prediction of fuel cladding
surface temperature transient, identification of flow regimes is of major
importance in reflood heat transfer analysis. Thus, to make prediction of
local temperature-time histories of the fuel rod dfdding during reflood pro-
cesses one has to solve the coupled equation of heat conduction of the fuel
rod and the complicated two-phase flow heat transfer problems.

2.1 Coolant Thermal-Hydraulic Solution

The thermal-hydraulic solution of KREWET code is based on a single sub-
channel, one-dimensional, separated two-phase flow formulation of the conser-
vation equations of mass, energy, and momentum. The physical model of the
present work is shown in Fig. 1.

In the present analysis, the following assumptions and simplifications
are introduced.
(1) Effect of cross-flow and mixing between subchannel is neglected.
(2) The axial pressure drop during reflooding period is assumed to be negligible

compared with the system pressure.
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(3) Compressibility of the fluid is assumed to be negligible.
(4) When two phases exist in a non-equilibrium condition, one phase is assumed

to be at saturation. Thus, liquid is assumed to be at saturation when
vapor is superheated.

(5) Axial conduction effects are negligible compared with the radial heat
transfer.
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DISPERSED
FLOW FILM
BOILING

SATURATED
TRANSITION
AND FILM
BOUNG

SATURATED
SINGLE-PHASE
LIQUID AND
NUCLEATE
BOILING
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WPORBOLJNG

DISPERSED
FLOW FILM
BOLING

(a) (b)

SUB0O0LED
TRANSITION
AND FILM
BOUNG

' SUBCOOLED
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.BOILING

SUBCOOLED
9NGLE-PHASE
LKXJD BOLNG

Fig. 1 Fuel Rods and Reflood Flow Regimes :
(a) typical for low pressure and low flooding rate,

(b) typical for high pressure and high flooding rate.

Assumption (2) permits the elimination of momentum equation in the present
calculational procedure, whereas the assumption (3) allows the elimination of
the ^E term from the energy equation. Assumption (4) eliminates the necessity

of solving two energy equations. j . c c

The conservation equations are written in backward finite difference

form to ensure numerical stability independent of time selection. The conser-

vation equations of mass and energy for vapor and liquid are
1

gi
(2)
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^[Pfi(l-a1)Hfi-Pfi(l-a.)Hfi+Pgia.Hgi-pgia.Hgi]

+ ^<pfiifiHfi-pfi-iJfi-i Hfi-i +pgijgiHgi-pgi-ijgi-l Hgi-l )

Using a similar approach used by Kirchner (5), the volumetric vapor
generation rate (ty) is obtained from Eqs. (2) and (3) :

Pg±At Pf.

4
Pfi

where Y=pgi/pfi- It m&y be noted here chat, for equilibrium conditions, Hg£=
H g s a t, Hgi=Hgi_i, and Hfsat

=Hfi« T n e expression for superficial vapor velocity
(j ± ) , on the other hand, is obtained from Eq.(l) as

g i Si

By adding Eqs. (1) and (2) the total mass conservation equation is obtained as

- Pfi-ljfi-l + Pgi-lJgi-l + M n _ P-I± +a.+
Pf. Pg.

Also, the relationships for the subcooled liquid enthalpy rise (Hfj) and
the vapor enthalpy rise (Hgi) are obtained following the same procedure used
by Kirchner (5) :

rH *Oz . "it-^it-ltl-l . U-13«I-1(H

BX Pfi Pfi gl
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It may be noted here that p f i and P - are not known a priori, hence the values
from the preceding axial nodes are used to solve the equations. All of the
equations except Eq. (5) are the same as those equations used by Kirchner (5).
In the present work, Eq. (5) is obtained directly from the vapor conservation
equation, whereas the Zuber-Findlay void fraction definition is incorporated in
the expression for j gi used by Kirchner (5).

2.2 Fuel-Clad Temperature Solution

According to the assumption (5) the conduction equation in the fuel rod
can be written as

r Fr^f)+ *'" = %£ (9)

The fuel-clad conduction model is a one-dimensional, radial solution for the
fuel-clad temperature field. The fuel-clad surface temperature is used, in
effect, as the driving force in determining the heat flux to the coolant in
the thermal-hydraulic coolant solution.

Using the control volume formulation (10) a fully implicit finite diffe-
rence form of the heat conduction equation is obtained :

2 it

9 7x_ knrn(Tj+l-Tj) 1 ^ ( ^ - 1 ^ ) q(rg-rg)
n s ^ A* 2

If the grid points were numbered 1,2,... 7 with points 1 and 7 denoting the
boundary points, then for clad surface where q"'=0, in particular, Eq. (10)
reduces to

PCp(T7-f7)_ 2kftrft(y-T7) 2htr7(T7-Tp)

At (*2-r2)Ar, ( r ? " r ^7 6 6 7 o

Eq. (10) can be transformed into a discretization equation as follows :

aiTi-l+ bi Ti + ciTi+l = di (i"1»2, 7) (12)

where k ra = - î sls (13)
i A
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Ji= Tt'l^n-^ + Ir7 + trt <l*>

Ci= " IT <15>

2 (16)

From Eq. (12) we obtain the following relation :

T±= PiTi+i+Qi (i=l,2 6) (17)

where P±= - i;__ (18)

Q = di"ai i-1 U 9 )
aiPj_l+b^

For clad surface (i=7), in particular,

T?= I W (20)
a7P6+b7

These are recurrence relations, since they give Pj and Q^ in terms of Pj_i
and Q._,•

3. HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATIONS EMPLOYED

Fig. 1 illustrates a possible sequence of flow regimes for a range of
variables of interest in reactor core reflood situations. Fig. l(a) is
typical of low flooding rates and a high void fraction (at low pressures) at
the quench elevation, while Fig. l(b) is typical of high flooding rate or high
inlet subcooling (at high pressure) conditions.

During a reflooding process, the cladding, at a given location, may tra-
verse the entire flow regimes of pattern (a) or pattern (b) of Fig. 1 depending
on the system conditions. During reflooding seven different flow regions are
assumed to exist in the present work as shown in Fig. 1.

The proper heat flux correlations used to identify various flow regions
and flow transition criteria are summarized and shown in Table 1. Brief out-
line of these flow regions and corresponding correlations are as follows.
(1) Forced Convection in Subcooled Liquid Region :

Heat Transfer coefficient in this region depends primarily on the local
Reynolds number. For laminar flow the Rohsenow and Choi (11) correlation,
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Table 1. Reflood Flow Regimes, Heat Transfer

Correlation, and Transition Criteria

Flow Region

1. Subcooled

Liquid

2. Subcooled

Nucleate

Boiling

3. Subcooled

Transition

and Film

Boiling

Heat Transfer Correlation

h = -=?-£ (for laminar flow)
e

h =0.023^P°* 4H2J 8 (for turbulent flow)

q"=0.074AT3-86
sat

where ATsat=Tw-Tsat

q"=(hTB+hFB)ATsat

, . Ae"BATsat if ATsat>l/B
h
TB-

hMOD,HSlT{

W A T s a t i f ATsatl1/B

where A=qDNBBe

*n(0.0082/0.0075)
n— m m T — n CP/fifiniO flfl7fi

0-5 H Pf A
8 Pf Pg

o De 0.172
 kgpg(Pf~Pe> h

f g

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Transition Criteria

when q" exceeds

qij ̂  nucleate boiling

begins (or T^j^T iq"

inl=q"in2)

The critical heat flux

temperature is obtainec

from

ATCHF=ATsat!qNUC

=qS.T. and F.B.

When Hf exceeds H f g a t

saturated boiling

begins.
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Flow Region

4. Saturated

Single-Phase

Liquid and

Nucleate

Boiling

5. Saturated

Transition

and Film

Boiling

6. Dispersed

Flow Film

Boiling

7. Superheated
Vapor

Heat Transfer Correlation

q"=O.O74AT^?6(l-Z)

+0.023r-£p;!' Ri* AT__rZ (e)
De

 rf ^ f sat

where Z= — - —acrit

q"=(hTB+hFB)ATsat(l-Z)
M

+0.023|rSpr Rg" ATsat'Z (f)

where M=30

qw-D = F s° Tw~Tsat> (h)

where F =min(nAc-^—, 1)

n =(l-a)/{4-ir(-^)3};

Dd= ^—j

q" = -S-Nu ^(T -T ) (1)
v-D Dd V~D ^ sat

2+O.34Re^566P?^33 for R e dn800

NUv~U= { 0 5 0 332+0.55R?" Pr'
JJ for Re <1800cd ld ed—

Eq. (g) in the above region (6) applies

Transition Criteria

TNUC=Tw'qin4 =qin5

Dispersed flew film

Boiling begins when

Writ

when a =1.0 superheated

vapor region begins
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Eq.(a) in Table 1, is used, whereas for turbulent flow, Dittus-Boelter Correlation(12),
Eq.(b) in Table 1, is applicable. In this region u=o, ̂ =0, and x=0.
(2) Subcooled Nucleate Boiling Region :

Heat flux correlation for this region is given by McAdaras (13), Eq. (c) in
Table 1. In this region, the volumetric vapor generation rate per unit volume
(i|>) is given by the following equation :

V Ax . G. ̂ l-»i-l> (20)

Az p Sz v '
Kg

where

f l ~ 1 <PfWg )Ac f s a t f g
H, }/H. (21)
fsatJ fg

(3) Subcooled Transition and Film Boiling Region :
Heat flux for this region is expressed as Eq. (d) in Table 1, where the

modified Hsu's correlation (14) and Zuber's DNB correlation (15) are used for
the transition boiling heat transfer coefficient. For film boiling heat trans-
fer, Bromley-Pomeranz correlation (16) is used which accounts for the wall to
liquid in core heat transfer. Void fraction (a), the quality (x) and the
volumetric vapor generation rate per unit volume ("40 are the same as in the
subcooled nucleate boiling region.
(4) Saturated Single-Phase Liquid and Nucleate Boiling Region :

In this regime, single-phase liquid convection heat transfer is added to
the nucleate boiling heat transfer. The term (1-z) in Eq. (e) (in Table 1) is
the nucleate boiling weighting factor while z is the single-phase liquid
convection weighting factor. Void fraction for this region is given by Lockhart-
Martinelli correlation (17) :

a= 1.0 — :,— (22)
( 1 0 + 2 1 0 / 2 )(1.0+21.0/xtt+1.0/x2t)

( 2 3 )

t

where i 0.9 D 0.5 U f 0.1

the quality for this region is obtained from the Eq. (21) simply replacing Hf s a t

by Hf in Eq. (21)
(5) Saturated Transition and Film Boiling Region :

The modified H s u (14), Bromley-Pomeranz (16), and Dittus-Boelter (12)
correlation, Eq. (f) in Table 1, is used. The terms (1-zM) and zM in Eq. (f)
are weighting factors for the liquid and vapor, respectively. Void fraction
and quality for this region are obtained from the same expressions of the
region (4).
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(6) Dispersed Flow Film Boiling Region :
The heat transfer process in dispersed flow film boiling is assumed to be

two-step : heat is transferred from wall to vapor due to forced convection, and
then from vapor to the drop via turbulent convection. Superimposed on this
process is radiation heat trnasfer from the wall to the drops.

The wall to vapor heat transfer rate is obtained from the Dittus-Boelter
correlation (12), the vapor to the drop heat transfer is evaluated using the
Eq.(i) in Table 1, and the radiation heat transfer from the wall to the drop
is obtained from Murao's correlation (7).

When vapor velocity exceeds the critical vapor velocity, the liquid column
becomes unstable and entrained by the vapor in liquid droplet form. The critical
vapor velocity (the droplet carry-over criterion) derived by Plummer et al. (18)
is assumed to be valid for reflood processes which is given by

g.crit Pf-Pg)

where the recommended values for the Weber number (We)and drag coefficient(C_)
are 7.5 and 0.45, respectively.

Starting at the carry-over point, the drop size and number is specified by
the Weber number and the local void fraction. The number of drops present, per
unit volume (5) is

(25)

With a specified drop size and number at the carry-over point, downstream heat
transfer predictions then depend on the drop size and velocity gradients. The
drop diameter gradient for dispersed flow is obtained from the modified expre-
ssion of Groenoveld (5) :

p = -c
 qy-° + 05=12* : (26)

dZ < V H > P V 3 < V H ) V < 1 a > V

Once the drop size gradient is determined, the drop velocity gradient is
obtained from the following equation (5) :

JL (27)
V

£X . p V V - (1_ fB) J
d z 4DdPfVf

 pf V

The drop velocity can be estimated from Eq. (27).

The quality gradient, on the other hand, is obtained from the droplet

diameter gradient as :
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dx _ a
dz " n2 dz

Ddo

where the xQ and Ddo are the quality and liquid drop diameter ahead of this node.
From the new quality value, the void fraction is calculated from the

following relation :

X +
(29)

PfVf

(7) Superheated vapor Region :
Dittus-Boelter correaltion is used for this region (Eq. b in Table 1).

Void fraction is unity in this region.

3.2 Flow Transition Criteria

To eliminate the discontinuities in heat flux between flow regimes, the
following transition criteria are used.

(1) Transition Criterion from "Subcooled Liquid Region (Region 1)" to "Subcooled
Nucleate Boiling Region (Region 2)" :
Transition from "subcooled single phase liquid" to "subcooled nucleate

boiling" is assumed to occur when the heat flux obtained from the McAdams
correlation (13) exceeds that for single phase liquid boiling.

(2) Transition Criterion from Region 2 to Region 3 :
The critical heat flux temperature is obtained from the following relation.

q^T> & T B

(3) Transition Criterion from Region 3 to Region 4 :
When Hf exceeds Hf , saturated boiling begins.

(4) Transition Criterion from Region 4 to Region 5 :

w qin4~qin5

(5) Transition Criterion from Region 5 to Region 6 :
Dispersed flow film boiling begins when vapor velocity exceeds the crittical

vapor velocity, i.e., Ug>UgjCrj.t-

(6) Transition Criterion from Region 6 to Region 7 :
when o=1.0, superheated vapor region begins.
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4. RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION

4.1 Computation Procedure

To analyze the complex phenomena occurring during reflooding, a computer
code entitled KREWET is written. The code solves for the temperature-time
history of the cladding of a single fuel rod as a function of axial position.
(The local clad temperature is taken from the fuel-clad conduction solution
for the preceding time step. For the first time step, the specified initial
temperature is used.) Since evaluation of local heat transfer coefficient
depends on local coolant conditions, a thermal-hydraulic solution is required
in addition to the fuel-clad conduction solution.

The claddidng temperature from the preceding time step are used to evaluate
the heat transfer rates at the present step, which in turn are used to determine
the heat transfer coefficients,hence new cladding temperatures. Thus, the
wall temperature distribution and thermal-hydraulic characteristics for each
axial node are obtained using the following procedure :
(1) Determine flow regime and evaluate the heat transfer coefficient using

the cladding temperature (of this node) from the preceding time step and
the flow conditions of the present step ahead of this node.

(2) New local clad temperature is obtained from the fuel-clad conduction
solution based onh(z) and T(z) for the preceding time step (for the first
time step, the specified initial temperature is used.)

(3) Flow characteristics are determined from the coolant thermal-hydraulic
solution. The continuous liquid level is determined by a mass balance,
where the mass flow rate in, the evaporation rate, arid the mass carried-
over are accounted for.

(4) New flow regime and heat transfer coefficient are determined using the
wall temperature and thermal-hydraulic conditions of the present time
step at this node.

(5) A time increment (At) is set, and the calculational sequence from the
step 2 is repeated until the fuel cladding of this node reaches the condition
of reflooding.

4.2 Results and Discussion

KREWET predictions are illustrated by temperature-time and heat-transfer
coefficient versus time curves. Sample calculations are made using KREWET
c<*^. and the results are compared with the predictions of REFLUX, QUEN1D, and
t -• PWR-FLECHT data for various conditions as shown in Figs. 3, 4 through 10.
It may be noted here that the test matrix of FLECHT was selected to cover the
range of conditions expected in light water reactors during reflood, following
a hypothetical LOCA.

The predictions of KREWET (as well as REFLUX and QUEN1D) for FLECHT Run
numbers 3642 (Figs. 2 and 3) and 9881 (Figs. 4 and 5) indicate that the
calculational method is adquate for relatively high flooding rates between
15cm/sec and 5cm/sec (and high pressure cases ; <\,413 Kpa). For low flooding
rates (less than ^3.8cm/sec), low pressure (-\-138 Kpa) predictions, on the other
hand, the discrepancy of the rewet position versus time between predictions and
experiment is larger (Figs. 6 and 7). This discrepancy at low flooding rates,
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is common to all the three codes examined in the present work. However, if one
notes the fact that both in turbulent and in laminar flow the accuracy of a heat
transfer coefficient predicted from any available equation may be no better than
30%, it is not quite surprising to observe that there is some disagreement
between the predictions of the codes and experimental data.

5. CONCLUSION

In the present work the process of bottome reflooding of fuel rod bundles
under simulated conditions expected during a hypothetical loss of coolant accident
has been analyzed using a similar approach used by Kirchner C5l. Since KREWET
is a single subchannel—fuel rod code, it may be used for the rewet analysis of
any typical interior hot fuel rod response. That is, to predict the temperature-
time cladding histories, a finite difference computer code, KREWET, has been
developed to provide a convenient tool for making reflood predictions based on
a physical descripcion of the processes occurring during reflood. Improvement
in reflood predictions may partly be realized by substitution of improved flow
regime correlations when they become available and also by elimination of uncer-
tainties in the various flow regime transition criteria through further reserch
in the flow boiling and two-phase flow phenomena.
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